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The Metaverse Real Estate Boom

Justin Bieber thrilled his fans this month with a concert. The show was different

from recent concerts by Adriana Granda, The Weekend, and Travis Scott - it took

place not at a stadium or an arena but rather in "The Metaverse". The show was

held in an immersive 3D virtual world where attendees were able to interact

through 3D avatars while they watched him perform in the virtual world with his

'Avatar or NFT character'.

Besides the fans who watched in amazement, the investors were watching as

well. Noticing the direction of future entertainment and interest of the people.

So, investors are flooding the metaverse market to take advantage of the virtual

real estate boom that is just getting heated up. They are snatching up event

venues, malls, showrooms, and other prime properties in the metaverse. 

The properties are selling for millions of dollars and even organizations like Tesla

are buying land in the metaverse to build their future virtual experience stores. 



Real Estate - The Largest Assest Class in Existence

The interesting part of buying Real Estate in the metaverse is the security and

speed thank to NFT's. The NFT framework makes the transaction fast, secure,

and easy. In fact, the change of ownership can take place in a matter of minutes

paving the way for change in the real world as well. 

Lease Virtual Property for Passive Income

Create Unique Experiences

Sell Advertising 

Develop it for VR Gaming 

Facebook announcing their recent transition to "Meta" make one thing very clear

-- the company with the most user data on human behavioral patterns in the

world is predicting that VR and the metaverse will be the future of social

networking, business, and entertainment. 

The metaverse will grow into a fully functioning economy in a few short years

and will be intergrated into our lives just like smartphones and social media. 

In this scenario, Real Estate in the metaverse becomes yet again one of the most

valuable assets to own. Once you own land and properties in the metaverse, you

can use it to: 



Top Metaverse Real Estate Projects

The Sandbox | Token - SAND | Market Cap - $5.44B

Decentraland | Token - MANA | Market Cap - $6.16B

Upland | Token - UPX | Valuation - $300M 

Somnium Space | Token - CUBE | Market Cap $130M

Polka City | Token - POLC | Market Cap - $7.2M



The Problem

As the Real Estate projects in the metaverse increase in numbers and as each one

claims to be building the next Saks Fifth Avenue, it can get overwhelming for

investors to find the best prospects and zero in on the right purchases. New

projects being introduced is also another intriguing aspect of metaverse real

estate investing. Investors want to grab the right opportunities early, especially

when projects are undervalued. 

Just like the real world, choosing the best virtual piece of land to buy also

depends heavily on its location. People to be aware of the purchases and

prospects in the vicinity of targeted properties to determine the utility and

probable upside. 

Location Location Location



The Witly.io Solution

Advertising 
Landowners and new projects can advertise on Witly.io using Witly's own Advertising

Technology to attract buyers and payments can be facilitated in the native token 

Aggregation 
The Witly.io Metaverse Marketplace will aggregate and facilitate sales of various Real

Estate NFT's using its own native token. 

Research 
Witly.io will conduct research about authenticity and sales trends on various projects to

provide token holders with information about undervalued properties and investment

opportunities 

Development 
Virtual landowners looking to lease or develop properties for passive or active income

via their land(s) and list their properties on Witly.io and the platform will position their

properties in front of the best potential buyers. The transaction and or listing feel will be

paid in the native token 



Witly.io Marketplace 

Witly.io is a Metaverse Marketplace for Real Estate NFT's where you can find the

best virtual land opportunities, list and sell your virtual land, and or develop and

lease to potential renters to create passive income. 



Tokenomics

# ROUND SUPPLY %

#
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TOTAL SUPPLY

2%

3%

7%

10%

3%

9%

6%

30%

5%

25%

100%

160M

240M

560M

800M

240M

720M

480M

2.4B

400M

2B

8B

$0.0010

$0.0020

$0.0030

$0.0040

$0.006

TOTAL
RAISED

$160,000

$480,000

$1,680,000

$3,200,000

$1,440,000

$6,960,000



Vesting

# ALLOCATION VESTING
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EARLY ADOPTER

SEED
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PRIVATE 
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ADVISORS 

TREASURY
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REWARDS 

 5% TGE - VESTING 10 MONTHS > 5%
(2,3,4) ,  10% (5,6,7) ,  15%(8,9) & 20%(10)

 5% TGE - VESTING 10 MONTHS > 5%
(2,3,4) ,  10% (5,6,7) ,  15%(8,9) & 20%(10)

 5% TGE - VESTING 8 MONTHS > 5%
(MONTH 2) ,  15% (MONTHS 3-8)

 5% TGE - VESTING 6 MONTHS > 10% (2) ,
15% (3,4)  25%(5) & 30%(6)

 12 MONTHS CLIFF -  VESTING 20 MONTHS 

 6 MONTHS CLIFF -  VESTING 20 MONTHS

 25% TGE - VESTING 4 MONTHS > 25%
(2,3,4)

UNLOCKED AS NEEDED

UNLOCKED AS NEEDED

REWARDS GIVEN FROM LAUNCH



Token Utility

The $Witly Token is the utility of the Witly Marketplace & Ecosystem that allows

users who have verified accounts to participate in loyalty, staking, and rewards

programs. The token has the following utility: 

The token holder will enjoy exclusive privileges based on the amount of tokens

held or staked in their Witly.io account

Discounted Access to Virtual Property Purchases

Access to the Witly.io Marketplace 

Early Access to Newly Launched Metaverse NFT's

Access to Research About New Projects & Prospects, 

Exclusive Info About Investment Trends in Projects 

Training Program(s) & Courses for NFT Real Estate Investing

Licensing fees and dues for Sell & Earn programs 



Grant Wise is the Founder & CEO of Witly.net, an automated advertising platform

for real estate. Grant is a leader and an innovative marketing strategist who

leads companies in new directions. Grant is described as irreverent, artful, and.

dramatic with a strong entrepreneurial spirit constantly striving for results. 

Grant lives by one quote: "I'm not trying to be the most successful. I'm working to

become the most valuable." 

Grant's entrepreneurial journey in real estate began after learning to run

targeted Facebook ads for real estate agents, helping agents sell more properties.

Realizing the value he could provide, he pivoted his experience into an

educational platform to teach agents how they could replicate his success.

Realizing the challenges most of his clients faced with implementing his

teachings he took years of knowledge and expertise and with his team built Witly

into a SaaS business that now runs ads for his clients so they don't have to do it

themselves. 

He's provided training to over 75,000 real estate companies worldwide and now

works directly with thousands of companies using Witly to grow their business

and increase their sales in real estate. 

Grant has worked alongside notable industry leaders such as Gary Vaynerchuk,

Grant Cardone. Tom Ferry, and many more. 



Investors & Advisors

Evan Luthra
Crypto Influencer, Serial

Entrepreneur, and Investor

- Top 10 Experts in

Blockchain by USA Today 

Forbes 30 Under 30

Recipient

- 300+ Private Sale Token

Investments 

- 20+ Advisory Roles in

Token Project

Jason Gesing
CEO of EXP Realty

- Grew EXP from 25

Agents to a 78,000 Agents

- Grew EXP to 50 US

States & 20 Markets

around the Globe

- Grew EXP into a Multi-

Billion Dollar Publicly

Traded Company 

- Helped Build First

Metaverse Brokerage 

Michael Gord
CEO & Co-Founder of GDA Capital

- COO of Metaverse

Group a Metaverse Real

Estate Company 

- 8-Figure Portfolio of

Metaverse Real Estate

- Owns most valuable

property in Decentraland

- Advised on $20.5B+ in

digital asset offerings 

Carl Runefelt
The Moon Carl

- $1B Net Worth 

- Crypto Influencer with

550K subscribers & 70M

video views on YouTube

- Invested in 350+ Crypto

Companies

- Forbes 30 under 30, Fox

Business, Yahoo Finance 

Jason Stone
Millionaire Mentor

- 9M+ Followers on IG

Millionaire Mentor &

Personal Account

- CMO for “Snowball” –

the “First Smart Crypto

Investment Automation

Platform” 

Samuel Huber
Founder of Admix

- Created the first in-play

monetization platform for

gaming and the metaverse 

- Raised $37M from Tier 1

VCs for Admix

- Has 7-Figure fund for

investing in Mataverse

Real Estate

- Marketing Advisor on

Leading Crypto Projects



Investors & Advisors

Dan Kennedy
CEO of Netvrk

- Founder of BlockchainsPR 

- Background in

Marketing, Real Estate, &

Finance

- 8+ Years of Crypto &

Metaverse Experience

Sundeep Krishna
Siripurapu

Launchpad Director | TrustSwap

- Develops & Reviews

Tokenmoics for Leading

Project 

Kishor 
 Mansinghani 

Founder of CrowdFundJunction

- Founded Future1Exchange

a licensed crypto currency

exchange in Europe

- Business Development

Director for Propine

- Chief Growth Officer for

Playermon and

ShibaFriend

Raed Arrar
Business Development

Advisor

- 30+ years of

International Business

Development and Venture

Capital experience

- Strategic Advisor for

Metaverse & NFT Projects 

- Founder and CEO of

TGEE network

- Strategic advisor for 20+

projects using DeFi,

GameFi, and Layer-1

protocols 



Witly.io is the evolution of Witly.net which is a marketing automation tool used

by thousands of real estate agents and companies alike for generating leads and

increasing conversions with automated ads. 

Witly.net runs ads for agents so they don't have to do it themselves or hire

marketing agencies to do it for them. Witly saves its clients both time and money

they can redirect into directly advertising their business. 

Founded by Grant Wise, the Witly team is now taking their knowledge and

expertise and venturing into Metaverse Real Estate projects to help investors

land top NFT prospects. 

Witly History

2014

Began Converting
Business  to SaaS Model

2017 2020

Started Facebook Ad
Training Company

Released SaaS to
Market & Scaling



The Witly Token

The $Witly Token is the native token for the Witly.io platform. The token

facilitates all transactions on the platform, inluding: 

The token will also be used as the governance token once the vesting is over and

all the tokens are released to users. The voting on decisions for the platform will

be conducted using DAO's and excecuted via Smart Contracts 

Custodian Fees

Listing Fees

Advertising Fees

New Metaverse NFT Launch Fees 

Rental & Leasing Transactions

Staking Rewards 



Solana will be used as the framework to build the Witly.io platform and tokens.

Solana has been carefully selected to facilitate interoperability, scalability, fast

transaction settlement speed, and lower fees for transactions.

Solana is currently the fastest blockchain in the world and the fastest-growing

ecosystem in crypto, with over 400 projects spanning DeFi, NFT's, Web3, and

more. Solana ensures interoperability between ecosystems & various chains by

maintaining a single global state as the network scales. 

Solana's scalability ensures transactions remain less than $.01 for both

developers and users alike. Solana is all about speed, with 400 millisecond block

times and as the hardware gets faster, so does the network. 

Witly.io is Powered by Solana 



One of the key features of Solana is its Proof of State (PoS) consensus systems,

which is facilitated by Tower Consensus. This is a variant of the Practical

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), which allows distributed networks to reach

consensus without concern of attacks from malicious nodes. 

Witly.io is Powered by Solana 

Proof of Stake (PoS) Consensus System

One of the innovations of Solana is the transaction parallelization technology

known as Sea-level. A parallel smart contract execution environment that

optimizes resources and ensures that Solana can scale horizontally across

processors and SSDs. 

Sea-level



2022 Roadmap

Q2

Q3

Q4

Marketplace MVP Launch

Investment & Funding Rounds

WITLY Token Launch

Land Dev Services Listing Launch

Advertising Listing Integration

Property Renting  Listing Integration

Virtual Real Estate Investing
Education Launch

Multiple Wallet & Currency
Integrations

Platform Open to New
Metaverse Project Launches
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